Title word cross-reference


* [92, 96, 94, 78].


1999 [192].


effectively [690]. effectiveness [246].
effects [462]. efficiency
[1000, 731, 929, 832, 508, 706, 265, 605].
Efficient
Efficiently
[581, 10, 38, 187, 591, 773, 250, 770, 707, 825].
Efforts [35, 786]. EGO [614]. EI-LSH
[940]. Elastic [546, 730]. elasticity [655].
elicitaiton [517]. eliminate [492].
Eliminating [628]. Elite [730]. embedded
[1082, 975]. Embedding
[693, 944, 942, 997, 554]. Embedding-based
[693]. emerging [850, 313, 321]. empty
[735]. empty-answer [735]. enabled [183].
Enabling [355, 486, 492, 727, 224].
encrypted [827]. end [1051]. end-to-end
[1051]. endurable [411]. Energy [208, 265].
Energy-performance [208]. engagement
[866]. engine [219, 1040, 475, 917, 1082, 652].
Engineering [497, 962, 659]. engines
[993, 608]. Enhanced [122]. Enhancing
[1057, 388, 601, 777]. ensembling [620].
Ensuring [654]. enterprise [1060]. entities
[953]. entity [421, 819, 678, 1044, 621, 465, 624, 631, 1017, 797, 1023]. entropy
[312, 320]. EntropyDB [886].
Enumeration [964, 905, 768, 1083].
Environment [1, 8, 277, 251, 408].
Environments [64, 65, 566, 544]. epiC
[710]. Equivalence [444, 726].
equivalences [1049]. Equivalent [26]. era
[878]. eRiskCom [1020]. Erratum
[750, 106, 825]. error
[298, 373, 854, 902, 399, 668, 452].
error-bounded [668]. error-prone [452].
Establishment [449]. estimate [473].
estimates [1036]. Estimating [68, 396].
Estimation [28, 809, 551, 373, 168, 312, 320, 433, 630, 591, 830]. estimators [274, 418].
ETL [783]. eTuner [314, 322]. Euclidean
[553, 437, 862, 303]. Evaluating
[853, 250, 872, 269]. Evaluation
[33, 496, 367, 337, 73, 459, 946, 484, 415, 792, 728, 711, 607, 589, 868, 171, 829, 498, 598].
Event
[882, 114, 528, 644, 982, 523, 878, 450].
events [882]. eventual [640]. everything
[597]. evidence [357]. Evolution
[141, 70, 594, 1015, 69]. Evolutionary [251].
evolving [721, 347]. Exact
[723, 1008, 429, 588, 437, 489, 837, 657, 108].
ExactSim [972]. example [555]. executing
[287]. Execution [97, 20, 294, 821, 552, 608, 967, 411, 816, 385, 999]. executions [1056].
Exemplar [742]. experimental
[82, 729, 711, 873, 977]. experiments [1013].
expert [406]. explainable [882].
Explaining [884]. explanation
[933, 1038, 1056]. explanations [1016].
Explicit [53]. exploitation [824, 1065].
Exploiting [167, 1079, 738, 25, 457].
exploration [406, 1004, 174, 1043, 1006].
Exploratory [618, 1004, 836, 904].
Exploring [256, 831, 627]. exponential
[1036, 332]. expression [263]. expressions
[218, 227, 706]. expressive [637].
expressiveness [456]. Extended
[112, 65, 885, 947, 888]. Extending
[610, 372, 479]. Extensible
[108, 53, 293, 710, 138]. extension
[739, 326]. External [731, 66, 968, 950, 331].
extracting [666]. extraction [678, 593].
extreme [663, 435].
faceted [1039]. facilities [801]. Factor [20].
factorization [849]. Failure [1, 411].
Failure-Prone [1]. Fairness [994]. family
group-by [814]. groupings [476].
groupjoin [814]. groups [694, 362, 829].
Growing [616]. gStore [652]. guaranteed [1000]. guarantees [1069, 1050, 657].
Haar [854]. Hadoop [648]. HaLoop [558].
Handling [61]. hard [724].
hard-to-compress [724]. Hardware [736, 737, 561, 816]. Harvesting [519].
heavy [688]. HERMES [1060].
Hierarchically [419]. Hierarchies [123, 2, 209, 482]. Hierarchy [110, 111, 897].
High [47, 84, 655, 67, 605, 279, 817, 520, 935, 973, 592, 897, 203, 328, 176, 972, 966, 248, 1033].
high-bandwidth [897]. High-Dimensional [47, 279, 203, 328, 176, 248, 1033].
High-Level [84]. high-order [817].
high-performance [935]. high-precision [972]. high-variety [973]. higher [639].
higher-order [639]. Highly [1052, 753, 566, 574]. Hippocratic [307].
Hybrid [724, 621, 1035, 943, 616, 289]. hypercores [1064]. HyperFile [50].
I/O [948, 961, 940, 762, 682, 774].
I/O-efficient [774]. ICS [1053]. ICS-GNN [1053]. identification [636, 234, 505].
imbalance [1079]. Impact [101, 737, 100].
Implantation [141]. Implementation [33, 118, 6, 84, 24, 195, 138, 828].
improvements [729, 1013]. Improving [97]. In-database [758]. in-depth [852].
In-Memory [959, 869, 974, 945, 958, 781, 1033].
in-network [538]. In-order [970].
inapproximability [1042]. including [1076]. inclusion [596]. incomplete [455, 865, 491, 461]. incorporated [411].
increasing [731]. Incremental [841, 6, 754, 728, 927, 631, 236, 940, 379].
Independence [79, 810, 351, 771].
Independent [3, 559, 403, 194, 829, 788].
Performance
[530, 139, 23, 24, 67, 783, 208, 520, 859, 73, 948, 935, 235, 256, 868, 966, 657, 760].
Periodic [129, 437]. Permutation
[137, 788]. Persistent [57, 380, 63, 58, 916].
personal [1052, 405]. personalization [184]. Personalized
[647, 803, 1080, 684, 700]. perspective
[210, 1070, 308]. perturbation [394].
pervasive [277]. phantoms [494]. Physical
[79, 472, 609]. physiological [597]. Picket
[1014]. PicoDBMS [186]. PicShark [404].
Picture [662]. Piecewise [668]. pipeline
[1038, 1056]. pipelines [1021, 895]. Pivot
[977]. place [901]. placement
[665, 1060, 94]. plan [764]. plans [814, 287].
platform [609, 578, 919, 1020]. platforms
[183, 646]. PM [1033]. PM-LSH [1033].
PMG [115]. PMR [204]. POESIA [242].
Pointer [62]. policies
[587, 293, 599, 946, 504]. polyglot [1082].
portable [745]. Possible [734]. postorder
[392]. powerful [760]. Practical
[284, 195, 828, 845]. PrDB [457]. pre [1048].
pre-training [1048]. Précis [343].
precision [972]. Precomputed [115].
Predicate [501, 75, 378, 368].
Predicate-based [501, 75]. predicates
[396, 1030, 947]. Predictable [520].
Predicting [357]. Prediction
[52, 852, 982, 523, 495, 620, 1018, 681].
Predictions [123]. predictive [495].
Preference [517, 911, 939, 297].
preference-based [911]. preferred [766].
prefetch [166]. Prefetching [123, 329].
PrefixFP [987]. preorder [606].
Prescriptive [850]. presence
[401, 448, 233, 482, 420, 576]. Presentations
[134]. preservation [493]. Preserving
[258, 92, 374, 447, 305, 1052, 654, 302, 1015,
1067, 303, 490, 381, 1012, 1005]. prevent
[487]. prevention [634]. price [1007].
Primal [398]. primitives [140]. principle
[358]. principled [735]. Principles [409].
prioritized [517]. Priority [74, 1045].
Privacy [447, 1000, 533, 504, 381, 308, 1005,
305, 1052, 370, 430, 656, 654, 302, 613, 1015,
704, 1067, 303, 490, 661, 1012].
Privacy-preserving [447, 381, 1005, 305,
1052, 654, 1015, 303, 490, 1012]. private
[796, 625, 486, 394]. PrivPFC [796].
Probabilistic [514, 820, 456, 337, 619, 1069,
626, 453, 460, 462, 459, 521, 583, 758, 445,
886, 416, 458, 339, 457, 573, 483].
Probability [52]. probe [1063]. Problem
[102, 692, 210, 735, 681]. Problems
[136, 783, 410]. process [594, 528, 249].
processes [696, 1004]. Processing
[87, 145, 101, 118, 107, 720, 663, 17, 19, 455,
705, 606, 984, 181, 568, 190, 529, 581, 463,
532, 638, 859, 167, 100, 391, 440, 608, 247, 643,
526, 650, 260, 360, 566, 710, 628, 1049, 366,
639, 368, 485, 445, 202, 886, 489, 395, 888, 607,
342, 549, 823, 18, 579, 1077, 450, 425, 670, 461,
899, 1076, 856, 802, 767, 622, 582, 629, 799].
processor [259, 432]. processors
[821, 313, 321]. products [733, 651]. profile
[1007]. Profiling [695, 1011].
programmable [948]. Programming
[59, 61, 80, 84]. Progressive
[171, 549, 327, 1069, 954]. project [387].
projections [231]. promises [398].
promising [733]. Prone [1, 452].
Propagation [153, 285, 751]. Propagations
[113]. properties [586, 454]. proportional
[744]. ProS [1069]. protection
[370, 613, 493]. protein [285, 212].
Protocol [40, 39, 562]. Prototypes [32, 37].
Provenance [696, 798, 787, 813, 828, 931].
Provenance-based [696]. providers [533].
Providing [377, 509]. provisioning [642].
proximity [1008, 533, 793]. proxy
[361, 384]. PSoup [229]. public [699].
publish [507, 656, 796, 625]. publish
[909, 763, 707]. publish/subscribe
[909, 763, 707]. publishing [654, 187]. PUG
[828]. Purpose [370, 335, 987].
QFilter [527], QoS [611], QoS-aware [611].
QQL [340], quadtree [204, 325].
quadtree-based [204], qualified [988].
Qualitative [462, 46], quality [518, 1069, 265, 1070, 605]. Quantifiable [150]. Quantifying [640]. Quantiles [729].
Quantitative [62], quasi [1002, 176].
Querying [278, 936, 706, 248, 993, 268, 140, 957, 382, 540, 296, 495, 383, 353, 272, 788, 1001, 861].
questions [747]. QuickStore [67].

R [345, 442, 653]. R-trees [442, 653].
RATEWeb [449]. Ratio [150]. Rdb [87].
reach [980]. Reachability [788, 638, 980, 602, 1001, 572, 861, 799].
Read [740]. Read/write [740].
Read/write-optimized [740]. Real [51, 563, 146, 11, 93, 74, 670, 834, 636, 506, 274, 539, 928, 657].
Real-Time [51, 146, 11, 74, 563, 670, 834, 636, 506, 539].
Recovery [104, 103, 91, 282, 525, 910, 802].
rectifying [925]. recursion [161, 610].
recursive [467, 448]. redesign [701].
refinement [348]. region [829]. regional [584]. regions [944]. registers [1027].
regression [316, 324]. regret [873].
Regular [70, 227, 706]. reinforcement [986, 971]. related [1036, 303]. relation [947].
Relevance [115, 744]. relevant [694, 901]. Reliable [126]. Remote [38].
RemusDB [592]. reordering [170]. repair
three-dimensional [548]. Threshold [483]. Threshold-based [483]. thresholds [379].
Tidy [967]. tier [546, 634]. tiered [932].
time-varying [795, 898, 791].
Timestamping [151]. timestamps [949].
Top-k [401]. Topic [124].
topics [831]. topology [1071, 759, 843].
Tracking [263, 798, 539]. trade [208].
transaction-time [407]. Transactional [641, 125, 206, 739]. Transactions [27, 9, 671, 935, 1029]. transformations [223, 281, 607]. transforms [303].
translation [403, 481, 188, 448].
transparent [592]. transportation [1048].
Trees [104, 133, 19, 982, 616, 282, 300, 653, 284, 442].
trends [877, 850]. triangle [1081, 928].
Trustworthy [349]. truth [1057, 105].
truths [972]. Tunable [833]. Tunable-LSH [833].
tuning [472, 443, 314, 322, 971].
Tuples [967, 1006]. TurboLift [910].
Tutorial [4, 7]. TV [47]. TV-Tree [47].
Two-Dimensional [46, 854]. Type [81, 552, 110, 536, 111, 1047]. type-ahead [536].
Type-safe [81]. Types [55, 122, 1077]. typicality [446].
Unified [1048, 678, 521, 835, 761].
unobstructed [806]. UnQL [161].
unscalable [628]. unstructured [343].
Unsupervised [969, 255, 1054]. untrusted


V* [484]. V*-kNN [484]. valid [362]. validation [786]. Value [378, 11, 1057, 781].


Variable-Bit-Rate [137]. variants [873].


version [65, 810, 885]. Versioning [30, 885].


video [247, 571, 777]. View [119, 163, 311, 319, 38, 210, 244].


WebSemantics [200]. WebSources [158].

weight [636, 602]. weighted [925].


Wide [76]. Wide-Area [76]. window [1081, 360, 488, 686, 970, 1077, 763].

window-based [1081]. Windowed [570]. windows [771]. wireless [414, 289, 452].

Wise [164, 257]. WISE-Integrator [257]. within [962]. without [809]. word [400].

work [745]. work-efficient [745].

Workaholics [64, 65]. workarounds [623].


workload [562, 665]. workload-aware [665].

workloads [535, 722, 390, 739, 805, 667, 663, 576, 822].

workstations [443]. world [140, 588, 857, 657]. worlds [455, 873].


WWW [357].

XML [387, 456, 211, 690, 570, 268, 692, 180, 481,
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